
Entering Ninth Grade

Summer Reading: Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank

Welcome to 8th grade. You can choose from one of the following activities after you have
finished reading the book. (This will be your first project grade).

Choose one project to complete:

1. Create a six page scrapbook about Anne Frank’s life.

Each page should focus on a part of her life. Each page should have at least one picture
and a paragraph about this part of her life. The scrapbook should have a cover with a
picture and your name.

2. Write a letter to Anne Frank discussing your thoughts about her courage during this time
in history. Would you be able to live as the Franks did in the attic? Discuss how Anne’s

diary has helped people see what happens during time of war. The letter should be in
friendly letter format and be two paragraphs in length discussing the two points above.
You may type or handwrite the letter. Friendly letter example:
www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/l esson1083/lettersamples.pdf 3.

Create a personal reflections diary. As you read the book, keep a journal of your thoughts



and feelings as you read the book. Each diary entry should be 5-7 sentences in length. It
may be typed or handwritten. Your final reflection diary should be a total of ten pages
(paragraphs). Create a cover for your diary that includes a picture (drawn or clip art) and
your name. Then bind your diary with staples, cord, or ribbon.
4. Responding to Literature: An ABC Profile of a Novel: Complete a summary project on

the diary. For each letter of the alphabet, think of someone (character), something (event,
item), or some place from the novel that begins with that letter. In two or three sentences,
explain why or how that person, place, or thing you have chosen to illustrate each letter
relates to the plot, theme, and/or character motivation or development in the novel. It is
expected that rules of proper grammar, usage, punctuation, and capitalization will be used
in the completion of this assignment. You should type this project. The grade for this
assignment will reflect content, mechanics, creativity, and adherence to the stated
purpose. It is due on the first day of school. Examples:

NOVEL: Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl

A is for AMSTERDAM, the Netherlands, where the Frank family moved to in the fall of 1933.
Hitler had come to power in Germany, and Otto Frank realized that his family could not remain
there safely.

B is for BOYS. Anne reveals in her diary that she is popular with boys and writes about many
of  them. She is a happy, outgoing, teenage girl before her family goes into hiding.

C is for
CHANUKAH, celebrated by the Franks and the others hiding in the Annex in December 1942.
The reader learns that they light candles and exchange small gifts and sing “a song,” perhaps
“Maoz Tzur.”

Presentations: 1st and 2nd week (2nd grade of project is your PRESENTATION grade)



  

Summer Work – Mathematics - Due Date September 5th 

Grade 
Entering 

Course Khan Academy Links 
www. khanacademy .org 
code 

6th Grade CONNECT 1 https://www.khanacademy.org/join/F8XFTEH2 F8XFTEH2 

7th Grade Connect 2 https://www.khanacademy.org/join/Z4XXE3W3 Z4XXE3W3 

8th grade Pre-Algebra https://www.khanacademy.org/join/E3AVAV2T E3AVAV2T 

9th  grade Algebra 1 https://www.khanacademy.org/join/46JZP7EB 46JZP7EB 

10th grade Geometry https://www.khanacademy.org/join/N8Z8K7BR N8Z8K7BR 

11th  grade Algebra 2 https://www.khanacademy.org/join/DCFFXM5P DCFFXM5P 

12th  grade Pre-calculus https://www.khanacademy.org/join/Y59DKG6N Y59DKG6N 
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